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“If, as an individual, you really have some concern about the best way to change our present world to a better one, not a bad principle to follow is to identify the enemy. It should not be true, but unfortunately it is, that your immediate enemies remain, as they have always been, your rulers – your government. At all times, it is a wise thing to suspect both their intellectual honesty and their intelligence in economic matters. Nothing can be lost; everything can be gained, by doing so. Make them prove themselves in these respects - and be utterly ruthless in your judgment when they seem most plausible, in your particular interests, it is not a bad course to suspect their economic intelligence the most. They are, in these days the managers of a highly complex world. You have placed them in this management, and you acquiesce in it. But, unfortunately, they give not the slightest indication of being any more capable in handling the affairs of masses of men than rulers have been through all history.

But how can you judge them, as their every act and word should be judged, without fair standards? You must know how the society operates, as well and better than they do, to judge them properly.”

Harry Scherman, *The Promises Men Live By*, p.480